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Customize - WordPress Theme's Get Started WordPressÂ . A step by step how to get started: Which free wordpress theme do you like? I suggest they have lots of free theme samples. Also you may want to check out This sounds like a pretty
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privacy law in the spotlight 1 / 1 Back to Gallery MILAN – Liberal opposition lawmakers narrowly won passage of Italy’s contentious privacy law, postponing a government drive to reform the world’s third-largest Internet economy. The euro-
area’s second largest economy is already using its tough measures to rein in big business, including internet payment giants and operators of online marketplaces such as Airbnb. The #metoo movement, spurring a wave of allegations of

sexual harassment against prominent figures, has underscored anger over victims’ inability to verify claims online. The European Union has been calling for Italy to revise its controversial privacy regulation for more than four years. The statute,
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